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SEBASTIAN WOLFRUM

The First Ascent of Geli Kuh

Looking north along the main ridgeline of the mountain range during  
the descent from the summit of Geli Kuh (2995m), the highest  

non-volcano in Iranain Baluchistan. (Sebastian Wolfrum)

It was hot in the ready room of  the fire brigade at Gosht, a small town 
in south-east Iran. I could feel sweat running down my body. Iranians 

seem to enjoy recreating inside the weather of  the opposite season. During 
visits in summer I have frequently been in homes cold enough to resemble 
the Arctic, while in winter one has to endure temperatures inside of  35°C 
and more. Now it was winter and the Gosht fire brigade had offered to host 
us for the night in their overheated station. My Iranian friend and climb-
ing partner Mojtaba Vasou was looking at me. Noticing my discomfort and 
clearly suffering himself, he said: ‘I am really happy we are here.’ I myself  
could not have been happier to be embarking on a project we had dreamed 
of  for a year and a half. We continued sorting our gear on the floor as five 
firefighters peered over our shoulders with expressions of  total bafflement.

Geli Kuh is a remote ‘ultra’, a peak with a prominence of  over 1,500m, 
and at 2,995m the third-highest mountain in Baluchistan. Investiga-
tions about this area had brought to light extremely little information; we 
had only established that nobody really knows anything about the peak.  
Although Iran is a country full of  mountains, mountaineering activities are 
mostly confined to three areas: the Alborz, the Zagros and the mountains 
south of  Kerman as well as a few famous outlying peaks. Contacting Ali 
Moqhim, a writer from Tehran, who keeps a list of  Iranian first ascents,  
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we found out that Geli Kuh had indeed never been climbed. Looking at 
Google Earth images revealed the mountain to be the culminating summit 
of  a long range of  peaks with a relatively steep west face. It was this west 
face of  the mountain we were planning to climb.

On 1 January 2019 we left the fire station and made our way to Bondaran, 
60km north of  Gosht and 7km southeast of  Geli Kuh. As is the custom, 
the head of  the village invited us to his home. After formally introducing 
ourselves and explaining our goal, we were able to make enquiries regarding 
water sources. With Baluchistan experiencing one of  the worst droughts 
in history, having not received normal amounts of  rainfall for over six 
years, all of  the rivers were dry. After a lengthy discussion and us trying to  
explain where we would want to establish our base camp, we were told that  
nowhere close to the mountain had any water but a small hamlet slightly 
closer that the village did have a spring, which we could use.

On we went to Jegari. The head of  this settlement greeted us enthu-
sias tically and we were shown the spring about a kilometre down a valley,  
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offering the merest trickle of  water, 
albeit of  good quality. With haste  
often typical of  Iranians, we were 
soon left alone. Our first task was to 
establish just where we were exactly. 
We made a rapid ascent of  the steep 
hill to our east, overlooking our 
posi tion by about 400m, where we  

realised we were even further from our mountain than we had thought, and 
that any approach to it would have to cross over a shoulder of  this hill.

Next morning we started early, crossed the shoulder and dropped down 
into a dry riverbed to the south of  it. Following this upstream for over  
two hours, sometimes climbing to the side of  it in order to pass dry water-
falls. The course of  the riverbed twisted and turned around seemingly end-
less corners. Further up we found interesting rock art of  unknown age. 
Having reached a confluence we had identified the previous day, we set 
off  to ascend one of  the long ridges running eastwards to the face of  the 
mountain. This soon turned into a succession of  pinnacles and rock spikes 
of  intrusive igneous rock of  questionable quality.

After reaching the first minor summit on the ridge, we were confronted 
with a choice of  options. In front of  us the ridge dropped to a col where it 
turned right and steepened over further pinnacles to reach another summit 
before dropping again slightly to the bottom of  the face. Deciding against 
this route we continued to the col and descended north into another dry 

Left: Mojtaba Vasou on the saddle 
of the first approach ridge with the 
summit of Geli Kuh in the distance. 
(Sebastian Wolfrum)

Above: Rock art in the gorge leading 
towards the mountain. The lower  
sections of these gorge are used  
by local shepherds to access high 
pastures to the north-west of the  
Geli Kuh range. (Sebastian Wolfrum)
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riverbed and followed this upstream for about a kilometre. Here, much to 
our joy, we heard water running from a spring only to find it was salty and 
undrinkable. We then climbed steeply up a ridge that had appeared benign 
from afar but which turned out to have yet another long Aonach Eagach- 
like section. Finally, we reached the summit of  this. Here we sat down and 
surveyed once more the face with our binoculars. We decided to try to climb 
the steep ridge running directly towards us from an area immediately to the 
right of  the summit.

And so we set foot on the granitic face, first crossing a prominent white 
band of  fresh stone fall then scrambling up with increasing difficulty to the 
foot of  the ridge. We climbed unroped for some time, the initial ridge offer-
ing difficulties only up to about V Diff. Eventually, however, we came to a 
steep corner and tied in. The challenge on some of  these lower pitches was 
to find a handhold not already occupied by a variety of  thorny plants: dead 
thorny plants. The severe impact of  the ongoing drought was everywhere 
around us. At one time, clearly, a wide variety of  flora had been growing in 
the crevices of  the rocks right up to the summit ridge. All of  it was now dry 
and dead. I had never before seen such a profound lack of  any kind of  life 
in the mountains. Even birds were absent. The only vertebrate we saw was 
a small lizard.

Climbing on we came to two large towers. It was past 3pm and with 
sunset at 5pm we had no choice but to turn around. Darkness overtook us 
on the second pinnacle ridge. Ascending to the col of  the first ridge we had 
climbed, we decided not to traverse it but rather head down into another 
valley to the south, which, or so we thought, would bring us back to our 

Mojtaba Vasou on one of the countless easy rock steps on the first access 
ridge leading to the west face of Geli Kuh. (Sebastian Wolfrum)
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original valley. After about two hours, we had to admit to ourselves that we 
must have reached the wrong river. We went on and on, the gorge twisting 
and turning between steep walls before finally being spilled out 2km to the 
south-east of  the tent, which necessitated crossing several intervening ridges 
to get back to it. The night looked on this with indifference from a sky preg-
nant with meteors; the silence was profound and complete.

Early next morning the head of  Jegari greeted us walking round our tent. 
A drawn-out conversation ensued and it became increasingly clear that we 
had already run out of  time to try for the summit. After about two hours 
of  talking we were urged to take down the tent and stay in the hamlet’s 
guest room instead. We eventually agreed to this, although it would add yet  
another 2km to our approach to the face.

Jegari is home to several families, all of  whom live in permanent canvas  
tents, the only buildings made from stone being a small mosque and the 
guest house, an arrangement not at all uncommon in these parts. The settle-
ment has had electricity for only six years and the locals live a simple life 
revolving around livestock farming. They are severely affected by the warm-
ing trends of  the last years. Soon the usual scenes developed; we were asked 
the same questions over and over again by a multitude of  people arriving 
from nearby settlements. Our goal was met with an air of  slight suspicion 
although in an amiable and well-meaning way. Several times we were 
asked if  we had come to search for gemstones. None of  them had ever seen  
a mountaineer.

The granitic 500m west face of Geli Kuh as seen from the summit of the second 
access ridge. We followed the most natural line, the steep ridge just to the right 
of the centre of the face. Once this merges with the face some 100m underneath 
the summit we continued our ascent straight up. Three individual summit towers 
can be made out, the true one being the one on the right. (Sebastian Wolfrum)
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Passing the day in this fashion we planned to leave at 3am the next morn-
ing, allowing us to be at the white band in good time for a summit bid.  
At midnight, I was woken by a wild howling sound. A violent storm, heavy 
with sand, had begun. Stepping outside I had trouble not being blown over. 
We couldn’t climb in these conditions: even crossing the first hill into the 
access gorge seemed completely out of  the question. We had no choice but 
to wait.

At 6.30am the wind finally abated. The going was still arduous but not 
impossible and so we started at once, marching and climbing as fast as we 
could until we reached the white band at 10.30am. Here we lost no time 
and started to climb the 500m of  granite separating us from the summit. 
Soon we had reached our previous high point and bypassing the tow-
ers on the southern side we continued up the ridge. After another pitch,  
we found ourselves underneath a large roof. On both sides of  it smooth 
walls stopped our progress. Descending again we were fortunate to find a 
steep chockstone-chimney going off  to the right. This turned out to be both 
the crux and the key to the route. Once through it we were able to rejoin  

Sebastian Wolfrum and Mojtaba Vasou on the summit of Geli Kuh, where the 
pair built a cairn. (Sebastian Wolfrum)
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the ridge by an exposed traverse over a detached flake. The last 200m up 
to the summit area were over easier broken ground up to about Severe.  
We packed the rope away and soloed up. The true summit is a 10m tall  
tower on the eastern side of  the broad summit ridge. Immediately after we 
had set foot on it our phone rang. One of  the locals had insisted on us taking 
his local network SIM card for emergencies and now wanted to enquire how 
we were getting on. We built a cairn in which we left a short yellow sling 
and then abseiled off  the summit tower. With darkness approaching there 
was no time to linger.

From below we had spotted an easy way down from the col north of  Geli 
Kuh. This we reached traversing over and around several outlying summits. 
An unproblematic scramble led us back to the white band and as the last 
light faded we traversed along it back to the starting point of  the pinnacle  
ridge. Here, back on known ground, we stopped for an extended break. 
Night fell around us and we looked back at the summit, now a black silhou-
ette against the first stars, sitting in perfect silence for a long time.

Finally we rose and started on the long way back, crossing the first pin-
nacle ridge and descending into the riverbed. Instead of  going up to the next 
ridge, we continued down the gorge, this time absolutely certain it would 
be the right way. But the going was no easier than on the pinnacles we thus 
avoided, thanks to a large number of  dry waterfalls, some of  which had to 
be abseiled.

At 11pm we walked back into Jegari, by now fast asleep. In the guest 
room a sofreh, the traditional Iranian cloth that is spread for a meal but also 
used to wrap up food, had been left for us. Unfolding it we found freshly 
baked bread inside. We sat and ate, and later, despite our tiredness, we lay 
awake for some time, staring into the dark of  the room, dreaming aloud 
about other climbing objectives in this area, for which we both have devel-
oped a deep affection.

The success of  this ascent would have been impossible without the  
generous help of  the locals of  Bondaran and Jegari. Had they not shown  
us the only available water source far and wide, our undertaking would  
have been impossible. It is to them this climb is dedicated.
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